
 

 
 

 
  

 

 
 

 

 
 

Organization: 

Set out a 30x30 playing area, with a box in each corner of the grid 

and put all soccer balls in the middle. Have 2 players in each box. 

The players must run to the middle and dribble a soccer ball back 

to their square, then go get another as soon as the ball is placed 

inside the square. Players are only allowed to dribble one soccer 

ball at a time. When no balls are left, whoever has the most in 

their square is the winner. After a few turns, the game can be 

progressed, when no soccer balls are left in the middle, players 

can steal from other squares. 

 

Coaching Points: 

1. Keep the ball close to them and react quickly on whistle 

2. Keep head up as often as possible 

3. Encourage players to use both feet and different surfaces of 

the foot 

4. Dribble at speed 

5. Pull back turn 

 

UK International Soccer 
Session Topic: SHOOTING 

Week 5 

Drill 1: ROBIN HOOD 

Drill 2: ALLIGATOR ALLY 
Organization: Set out a 30x30 yard area. Player 1 is a crocodile 

hunter (offense) who starts on a safari with the ball attempting 

to score in the goal. Player 2 starts as an alligator (defender) in 

the middle of the Everglades attempting to stop the shot and 

force the ball/player away from the goal. Player 3 (GK) is he 

swamp dweller protecting the goal. Player 1 must dribble 

towards the goal using skills to beat the defender and score in 

the goal. Once the attacker has either had their shot or the 

defender has won the ball, the attacker then becomes the 

defender. The defender goes back to the attacker’s line. Ask the 

defender to start at half speed to allow the attacker to get 

success to begin.  

Coaching Points: 

1. ABCs of finishing: Adjust body, Basic technique, Cleverness – 

inventiveness to get the ball past the GK 

2. Shoot on Sight 

3. Accuracy before power 

4. Be positive 

5. Anticipate for rebounds 


